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ABSTRACT
Irregular ongoing activity in cortical networks is often
modelled as a result of recurrent connectivity. Yet it re-
mains unclear how its presence corrupts the signal trans-
mission evoked by the sensory drive. Here we show that
reproducible responses in a generic recurrent cortical-like
network can be obtained if the imposed external drive is
consistent with patterns previously seen in the spontaneous,
self-sustained activity. A subset of neurons in the network,
constrained to replay a spiking pattern previously recorded
during spontaneous activity, reliably drives the remaining,
free-running neurons to reproduce the rest of the pattern.
Comparison with surrogate Poisson patterns indicates that
such transmission of input patterns is optimal for inputs
with the statistical properties of the spontaneous activity.
We propose that the similarity between spontaneous and
evoked activity in sensory cortical areas could be the sig-
nature of learned efficiency of transmission across cortical
networks.
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1 Introduction

Understanding the efficiency of signal transmission across
primary sensory cortical areas remains an open challenge.
On the one hand, a high level of trial-to-trial variability in
evoked sensory responses is frequently reported, imposing
an averaging of neural activity over time and cell assem-
blies to extract information, in a classical rate code scheme
[1]. On the other hand, low trial-to-trial variability has
been reported in both sub-cortical (retina, LGN, the trigem-
inal system) and cortical areas (V1, A1), implying a neural
code based on the precise, absolute timing of spikes, such
as is predicted by a number of theories (review in [2]), in-
cluding the synfire chain theory [3]. Resolving the appar-
ent discrepancy between experimental reports will require
an understanding of the neuronal and network mechanisms
underlying the measured variability.

Since neuronal integration and spike generation are
highly reliable for fluctuating current inputs injected at the
soma [4], much of the response variability observedin vivo

must originate from the connectivity of the neural circuits.
Even in the absence of external drive, ongoing neuronal
activity is highly irregular, characterized by a coefficient
of variation above 0.8 [5], although the discharge statistics
are still a matter of debate. As an alternative to modelling
ongoing activity as an external noise source uncorrelated
with the signal [6, 7], models of recurrent networks have
been proposed that explain the irregular activity as being
self-generated [8, 9, 10]. Such models, characterized by
large excitatory and inhibitory populations sparsely con-
nected by relatively strong synapses, are able to display a
dynamic but stable regime called Asynchronous Irregular
(AI) [11] which closely resembles the spontaneous activ-
ity observedin vivo. To achieve reliable signal propagation
within such a chaotic recurrent network, some studies in-
troduced a change in the network structure, either by selec-
tively and substantially increasing synaptic weights for a
rate-based input [10] or by adding connections along a pre-
determined propagation path. Even in this latter case, the
synfire chain stimulation can induce “synfire explosions”,
which can subsequently silence the network activity. Sev-
eral questions remain to be answered: i) Does response re-
liability in these networks depend on stimulus features ? ii)
Is there a specific class of stimuli that maximizes the relia-
bility of signal transmission ?

While previous studies with AI networks tried to
adapt the connectivity matrix and the path selection rules
in such a way as to optimize the transmission of the cho-
sen (a priori) input patterns, we decided to explore the con-
verse approach: leave the network structure unchanged and
find the activity patterns that are best propagated and sus-
tained by the network. Since the patterns found in on-going
activity are by definition highly compatible with the recur-
rent architecture of the network, we propose to drive the
network with temporal pattern segments extracted from the
recorded ongoing activity of the exact same network. We
have designed a new stimulation paradigm mimicking the
spontaneous activity of the network model, which we re-
fer to as the “frozen paradigm”. We consider an active
network containing two interconnected populations of neu-
rons, only one of which receives external input. The selec-
tion of which neuron belongs to which population is made
at random and the connectivity of two neurons is indepen-
dent of which populations they belong to. We first record



a spontaneous pattern across the whole network (both pop-
ulations) and then, while the spontaneous activity is on-
going, we force the neurons of the input-recipient popula-
tion to replay the sequence of spontaneous activity previ-
ously recorded. We then measure the extent to which these
clamped or frozen cells drive the free-running neurons to
replay the spontaneous pattern previously recorded. Re-
play of the recorded pattern by the free-running neurons is
then equivalent to the propagation and transmission of that
pattern through the network.

Our study investigates the recall efficiency and re-
liability and the noise resistance achieved during frozen
pattern stimulation. Simulations show that our paradigm
produces efficient convergence, even in a mathematically-
defined chaotic network, and that this is preserved over a
broad range of parameters. Finally, we discuss biological
implications of the possible cooperation between stimulus-
evoked and ongoing activity in sensory cortical networks.

2 Results

2.1 Convergence of the network activity to a
target activity pattern

We applied our paradigm to a generic, sparsely connected
(2%), recurrent network of 8000 excitatory and 2000 in-
hibitory integrate and fire neurons. In order to make the
present study comparable with previously published recur-
rent models, the set of parameter values was that used in
[10] to put the network in an asynchronous irregular regime
in which it generates self-sustained activity with a mean
rate of 10.2 Hz and a mean coefficient of variation of the
inter-spike interval (ISI CV) of 1.55. When 50% of all neu-
rons are forced to replay a spontaneous pattern recorded
previously, the spiking activity of the free-running neu-
rons converges reliably to the target activity : repetitions
of the same stimulation elicit temporally precise and repro-
ducible spikes characterized by their temporal alignment
across repetitions. The sub-threshold membrane potentials
Vm of the free-running neurons closely follow to the target
activity waveformsas soon as the input-recipient population
is frozen.

2.2 Influence of input temporal structure on
reliability

We next studied the influence of the high-order temporal
structure of the stimulation patterns on the reliability of
signal transmission. It could be argued that the reliability
of the responses could have been obtained with any other
imposed stimulation. We thus compared the frozen stim-
ulation with surrogate stimulations having the same num-
ber of spikes, but a shuffled temporal structure. Several
different surrogates were compared: a first series consist-
ing of temporally “jittered” patterns with standard devia-
tion of the jitter ranging from 5 to 25 ms; and a second

series consisting of Poisson spike trains with the mean fir-
ing rate for each neuron equal either to (i) that of the same
neuron during the reference, frozen pattern (called “local
Poisson” patterns (LP), equivalent to an infinite jitter) or
to (ii) the mean firing rate of the whole network during the
reference pattern (“global Poisson” pattern (GP)). Note that
all these controls have approximately the same number of
spikes as the reference spontaneous pattern. These differ-
ent surrogate patterns represent a progressively increasing
deviation from spontaneous activity statistics, while keep-
ing first-order statistics unchanged.

For this comparison, we chose a level of frozen neu-
rons (50%) at which each free neuron receives equal num-
bers of connections from frozen and free neurons. The
more the stimulation statistics deviate from those of spon-
taneous activity the lower is the reliability. This difference
is significant for jitter of 15 ms and greater (p < 0.001) and
for both Poisson surrogates (p < 0.0001), being largest for
the global Poisson process. These changes in reliability are
accompanied by a reduction in evoked activity in the free
running network: the mean firing rate drops significantly
(p < 0.0001) for local and global Poisson surrogate pat-
terns. Taken together, these measures imply a larger degra-
dation in signal transmission, the more the input statistics
deviate from the spontaneous statistics. Thus, for the same
number of spikes, the forced replay of spontaneous ongo-
ing patterns seems to induce a local optimality in signal
transmission.

To extend further our exploration of the network re-
sponse to Poisson stimulation, we explored the effect on
mean activity and reliability of independently varying the
mean excitatory and inhibitory firing rates of the global
Poisson stimulation (note that local Poisson stimulation
gives qualitatively similar results). The combination of
high excitatory and low inhibitory stimulation rates pro-
duces a high mean firing rate in the free-running units, but
a low trial-to-trial reliability. In contrast, low excitatory but
high inhibitory stimulation rates induce a highly reliable
response, but with a very low mean firing rate. We em-
pirically fitted this inverse relationship between reliability
and mean activity of the free running units by the following
power law:

Rateα · Reliabilityβ = K · (Spike count) (1)

(r2 = 0.95) where the spike count is the total number of
spikes in the imposed stimulation pattern, summed over all
the frozen neurons, andK is a constant (α = 0.81, β =
1.88, K = 11.02).

When compared to the Poisson surrogate stimula-
tions, the particular structure of the imposed spontaneous
pattern seems to be best adapted to the network connec-
tivity: in order to reach similar levels of both reliability
and response strength as observed for spontaneous statis-
tics, the use of Poisson stimulation would require a large
increase (160% of the spontaneous rate) in the spike fre-
quency imposed on the frozen neurons. Furthermore, no
spontaneous activity persists after the end of the Poisson



surrogate stimulations: in 75% of trials, and independent
of stimulation firing rate, the network can no longer gen-
erate stable, self-sustained spontaneous activity and falls
silent. Taken together, these results indicate that the struc-
ture of ongoing activity enables more efficient and stable
signal transmission than uncorrelated stimulations, whose
mismatch with the underlying connectivity tends to impair
further self-sustained activity in the same network.

3 Conclusion

In this article we have shown that reproducible activity
patterns in a generic, recurrent cortical-like network can
be obtained if the statistics of the imposed external drive
match those of spontaneous, self-sustained activity. When
a sufficiently large fraction of neurons within the network
is constrained to replay a pattern generated during sponta-
neous activity, this “frozen” sub-population reliably drives
the remaining, free-running neurons to reproduce the target
activity pattern, a process that can be considered, equiva-
lently, as the recall of a previously experienced pattern, and
the completion of the full pattern. In exploring further the
requirements for optimal recall, we showed that those input
patterns which share high-order statistical similaritieswith
spontaneously generated activity are the ones which elicit
the most reliable recall.

Our results, obtained in generic neural networks,
could be a general framework for pattern propagation and
recall in cortex. This dynamic convergence towards re-
producible neural assembly patterns may support pattern
completion within associative memory networks and, more
generally, efficient message transmission within any asyn-
chronous irregular activity regime. The theoretical novelty
of our model is to demonstrate the feasibility of a highly
temporally precise encoding of stimuli within chaotic back-
ground activity.

Previous modelling studies of self-sustained recurrent
neuronal networks have used ad-hoc stimulation patterns to
drive the trajectory of the network away from its sponta-
neous attractor. Conversely, in our case, we let the activity
stay on the spontaneous attractor and make it converge to
one of its previously explored sub-trajectories. First, reli-
ably driving the activity into a spontaneous trajectory needs
fewer spikes than driving it reliably out of the attractor.
This latter point is demonstrated by our surrogate Poisson
stimulations which can induce efficient transmission when
using many more spikes, but cannot induce a self-sustained
pattern persisting after the end of the stimulation. Second,
in our paradigm, the interest of the high dimensionality of
the spontaneous AI regime is to give access to a huge diver-
sity of different spontaneous patterns, enabling the trans-
mission of many different messages across the same net-
work. The AI regime may thus be an optimal state in terms
of representation.
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